Bowhunting Quiz 1
TRUE OR FALSE
1. “Shocking Power” is an important factor in harvesting a deer with archery
equipment.
2. The elimination of sport hunting would have no adverse affect on the
population and health of a deer herd.
3. In areas where tree stands are legal, the best type is a solidly-built permanent
stand.
4. When hunting from a tree stand, a safety belt or restraining line can give the
bowhunter shooting opportunities that he would otherwise have to pass up.
5. A pair of normal, healthy deer with no disease, predation, hunting, or unusual
deaths will produce a herd of 40 deer within 7 years.
6. Most extinct or endangered animals got that way because of sport hunting.
7. “Still-hunting” means finding a productive place and waiting there for game to
move to you.
8. Only hunters far from civilization should carry a survival kit.
9. Buck scrapes are areas on saplings where bucks have removed bark by
rubbing their antlers.
10. An experienced bowhunter can determine whether a deer has been fatally hit
by the amount of blood he finds on the ground as he tracks the animal.
11. In field-dressing a deer, the first two things to do are: 1) slit the throat, and 2)
cut the “musk” glands from the hind legs.
12. A broadhead tipped arrow embedded in the chest cavity of a person should
be removed immediately.
13. The recommended shot at deer and other big game is the lung area of the
animal’s chest cavity.
14. Bowhunters should practice regularly with hunting equipment, and at varying
distances prior to the opening of deer season.
15. Predators are virtually extinct, and play no significant role in wildlife
population levels either increasing or decreasing.
MULTIPLE CHOICE
16. The most common type of bowhunting accident is:
a. Shooting another person mistaken for game
b. Injuries to self and others caused by improper carrying of broadheads
c. Those caused by so-called “sound shooting”
17. Under normal conditions of a clear shot, bowhunters should limit their shots
at deer to a maximum distance of:
a. 90 yards b. 30 yards c. 50 yards d. 40 yards e. as far as you wish to shoot
18. The number of ounces of blood in a healthy, 100-pound buck is:
a. 50 ounces b. 100 ounces c. 150 ounces d. 200 ounces e. none of these
19. For death to occur, this 100-pound buck must lose a minimum of ounces of
blood.
a. 5 ounces b. 10 ounces c. 20 ounces d. 35 ounces e. 75 ounces
20. The most nutritional food for deer is:

a. corn b. grass c. tree bark d. browse
21. On a quartering-away shot at a deer, in order to hit the vital area, you need to
aim at:
a. front leg b. back of rib cage c. rear hams d. back of shoulder
22. What percentage (%) of people in the U.S. do not hunt?
a. 80%
b. 85%
c.90%
d. 95%
Answers
1. F
2. F
3. F
4. F
5. T
6. F
7. F
9. F
10. F
11. F
12. F
13. T
14. T
15. F
16. B
17. D
18. B
19. D
20. D
21. B
22. C

